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Abstract.
Neural operators have gained significant attention recently due to their ability to approximate
high-dimensional parametric maps between function spaces. At present, only parametric function
approximation has been addressed in the neural operator literature. In this work we investigate incorporating parametric derivative information in neural operator training; this information can improve
function approximations, additionally it can be used to improve the approximation of the derivative with respect to the parameter, which is often the key to scalable solution of high-dimensional
outer-loop problems (e.g. Bayesian inverse problems). Parametric Jacobian information is formally
intractable to incorporate due to its high-dimensionality, to address this concern we propose strategies based on reduced SVD, randomized sketching and the use of reduced basis surrogates. All of
these strategies only require only O(r) Jacobian actions to construct sample Jacobian data, and allow
us to reduce the linear algebra and memory costs associated with the Jacobian training from the
product of the input and output dimensions down to O(r2 ), where r is the dimensionality associated
with the dimension reduction technique.
Numerical results for parametric PDE problems demonstrate that the addition of derivative
information to the training problem can significantly improve the parametric map approximation,
particularly given few data. When Jacobian actions are inexpensive compared to the parametric
map, this information can be economically substituted for parametric map data. Additionally we
show that Jacobian error approximations improve significantly with the introduction of Jacobian
training data. This result opens the door to the use of derivative-informed neural operators (DINOs)
in outer-loop algorithms where they can amortize the additional training data cost via repeated
evaluations.
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1. Introduction. The so-called “neural operators” have gained significant attention in recent years due to their ability to approximate high-dimensional parametric
maps between function spaces, and have become a major research topic in scientific
machine learning (SciML) [7, 24, 28, 29, 30, 36, 35]. In this work we develop efficient algorithms for the construction and deployment of “derivative-informed neural
operators” (DINOs), which are faithful not only for the approximation of the parametric maps but also for their derivatives with respect to the input parameters. The
inclusion of derivative information into the training of neural operators can improve
the generalization accuracy of the underlying parametric map by enforcing that the
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mite basis interpolation. Additionally the incorporation of this information improves
the accuracy of the parametric derivative operator approximation, which increases
the scope of their deployment to algorithmic contexts that require accurate derivative
information. We use the term neural operator here in a broader context than the
approximation of maps between function spaces and allow approximation of maps between any high-dimensional input and output. In this context, the derivatives are not
directly approximated as matrices or tensors, but are instead accessed “matrix-free”
through differentiation of the neural operator.
In the typical setting, a model is parameterized by parameters m ∈ RdM with
probability distribution m ∼ ν, which are mapped to outputs q(m) ∈ RdQ through
an implicit dependence on the solution of a model equation for the state variable
u ∈ RdU :
(1.1)

q(m) = q(u(m)) where u depends on m through R(u, m) = 0,
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
Q.o.I. mapping

State model

where the dimensions dM , dQ , dU ∈ N can be very high. These parametric maps usually arise via the discretization of partial differential equations, where m, u represent
high-dimensional approximations of infinite dimensional field quantities. We consider
quantity of interests (Q.o.I.s) that are generic functions of the state variable. Examples include parametric state maps (in the case that the full state is taken to be the
Q.o.I.), as well as low-dimensional quantities such as sparse observations of the state,
or other derived quantities.
The neural operator fw (m) = f (m, w) : RdM × RdW → RdQ parametrized by
both m and the weights variable w ∈ RdW is a fast-to-evaluate surrogate for the map
m 7→ q. The neural operator “learns” an approximation of the map by minimizing a
data and/or physics informed loss function via nonlinear stochastic optimization with
respect to w.
When the learning yields a sufficiently accurate approximation, these surrogates
offer the possibility to accelerate and extend scientific inquiry and engineering problem
solving by making tractable the solution of so-called “outer-loop” problems. Outerloop problems, including forward uncertainty quantification, (Bayesian) inverse problems, optimal design and control, and optimal experimental design, often require
repeated evaluations of the map m 7→ q as well as its derivatives. The scalability
of most algorithms to solve outer-loop problems is limited by the costs of repeatedly
computing the high-dimensional map for complex models whose solution is expensive
to obtain. Outer-loop problems offer an ideal venue for the deployment of neural operators, since in this setting it is possible to amortize the offline costs of training data
generation through repeated evaluations of the comparatively inexpensive surrogate.
The development of parametric surrogate modeling in SciML has focused on approximating the functional relationship m 7→ q over the distribution ν. Since the
derivative approximation is not addressed directly in this context, it is generally unreasonable to expect derivatives ∇m fw to be reliable approximations of ∇q 1 . This shortcoming limits the deployment of the neural operators in outer-loop algorithms, since
it restricts one to the use of “derivative-free” methods. The scalable solution of highdimensional outer-loop problems often requires derivative information, since this information detects map sensitivities that can make problems effectively low-dimensional.
This property has been observed and used in many outer-loop problems such as model
1 Consider

differentiable.

for example the Weierstrass function which is everywhere continuous and nowhere
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reduction for sampling and deep learning [4, 5, 13, 34, 36], optimization under uncertainty [3, 15, 17], Bayesian inverse problems [6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 44],
and Bayesian optimal experimental design [2, 20, 39, 40, 41].
In this work we address the computational challenges associated with including
derivative information in the neural operator training. We first formulate a derivativeinformed training problem over the parameter distribution ν, where the loss function
includes a term for the neural operator approximation error of the (vector) output q
and a term for the neural operator approximation error of the (matrix) derivative of
the output ∇q. The major computational issues for constructing derivative-informed
neural operators arise due to the offline costs of generating Jacobian training data
and the online computational and memory complexity of incorporating the derivative
information into the optimization problem, since this formally requires evaluating the
difference of two high-dimensional matrices of size dQ × dM at training points.
We propose to overcome these computational challenges by using compressed representation of the Jacobian ∇q. We target a broad class of problems for which the
Jacobian at a point has low rank r; in this case the costs of generating Jacobian training data requires O(r) linear Jacobian matrix-vector products. For highly nonlinear
high-dimensional maps this computation is asympotically cheap in comparison to the
evaluation of m 7→ q. This dimension reduction additionally allows us to reduce the
online computational and memory costs of including derivative information in the
optimization problem from O(dQ dM ) to O(r2 ), where r is the intrinsic dimension of
the derivative information.
We first begin by proposing the use of the reduced SVD of the Jacobian, which allows us to impose the dominant derivative curvature information in the r dimensional
subspaces spanned by the left and right singular vectors of the Jacobian. This strategy is highly scalable, and improves the parametric map approximation by imposing
dominant curvature conditions, but is itself insufficient to achieve accurate Jacobian
approximations since it leaves the Jacobian nullspaces untouched. To overcome this
issue we investigate random sketching techniques for computing the Jacobian error
term, or in the case that the reduced SVD objective is used, to sketch complementary
nullspace constraints. The proposed sketching based approach however incurs significant online computational costs in order to resolve the neural operators nullspace
errors, and continually re-sketch the high-dimensional Jacobian data at every optimization epoch.
We ultimately propose the use of reduced basis ridge function neural operators,
which only parametrize the nonlinear mapping m 7→ q in low-dimensional informed
subspaces of the inputs and outputs. In this case, the model can only represent Jacobian information in the reduced subspaces of the inputs and outputs with dimensions
rM ≤ dM , rQ ≤ dQ , which allows us to generate and impose Jacobian information
in between only these two subspaces. This significantly reduces the online linear
algebraic and memory costs to O(rQ rM ). In order to adequately resolve parametric
Jacobian information, we advocate for the use of derivative-informed projected neural
networks (DIPNets)[36], which naturally incorporate dominant Jacobian information
into their architectures and are thus well suited to learn the parametric derivative
operator, in addition to the parametric map.
We investigate the effects of various different optimization formulations and neural
network architectures on the accuracy of the approximation of the parametric map and
its Jacobian by several numerical experiments. We consider parametric PDE problems
where the parameters are given by the discretization of random coefficient fields that
parametrize the PDE, and quantities of interest q given by sparse observation of the
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PDE state variable. Numerical results demonstrate that the incorporation of derivative information in the neural operator training significantly improves the parametric
map approximation, especially when training data are limited, as is often the case in
SciML. Additionally numerical results demonstrate that these training formulations
can result in significantly improved parametric derivative operator approximations.
In particular, our numerical results imply that DIPNets perform better than generic
networks in both parametric map and Jacobian approximation, showing that parametric surrogates with reliable derivative information can be constructed and trained
in an efficient way by making use of derivative-revealed intrinsic low-dimensionality
of the map.
1.1. Related works. The idea of incorporating derivative information into neural network training has been studied in [22] in a different setting, which did not
address the computational challenges associated with high-dimensional maps, the use
of derivative information extracted from the trained neural network, and experiments
were limited to learning analytic functions or supplementing “synthetic derivatives”
in order to improve the smoothness of the trained function. Our work differs from
this work in scope and focuses on neural operators and efficient and scalable algorithms necessary for high-dimensional derivative training. We also motivate the need
for derivative information in SciML outer-loop problems. A more recent paper [8]
investigates using derivative information for constructing dimension reduced surrogates for scalar valued high-dimensional parametric maps via minimizing a gradient
based objective function. The context of this paper is similar to ours; in our case we
consider vector-valued high-dimensional maps with the focus on efficient algorithms
and the approximation by neural operators.
There are many other papers on learning parametric PDE maps in a SciML context [7, 24, 28, 29, 30, 33, 36, 35, 37]. The algorithms advanced in this work are
suitable to help any of these methods to learn high-dimensional derivative information and additionally improve approximations of high-dimensional parametric maps.
This work concerns parametric derivatives, not to be confused with spatial derivatives
which have been addressed in surrogate construction in various works [29, 42].
1.2. Contributions. Herein, we develop DINO, an efficient computational
framework for encoding high-dimensional parametric derivative information into the
training of neural operators to approximate high-dimensional parametric maps.
We first consider techniques based on reduced SVD to impose only the dominant
curvature condition in the reduced SVD basis, reducing the computational costs from
O(dQ dM ) to O(r2 ) where r is the rank of the Jacobian. We demonstrate that this
computational cost can be reduced to O(k 2 ) by making use of matrix subsampling
techniques that randomly choose k rows and columns of the reduced Jacobian, and
prove that this provides an asymptotically equivalent objective function in Proposition 2.2. The techniques based on reduced SVD are highly scalable and can improve
approximation of the parametric map by imposing slope constraints in the directions
where the map is changing the most, but alone are not sufficient to guarantee parametric Jacobian accuracy. To address this concern we consider techniques based on
random matrix-sketching in order to impose the entire Jacobian information, or just
the nullspace conditions if they are to be used in tandem with the reduced SVD techniques. Ultimately we do not favor this strategy due to slow asymptotics and online
computational overhead during training.
We then investigate how reduced-basis surrogates can be used to provide a highly
efficient framework for accurate parametric derivative learning. In regards to this
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task, the fundamentally important feature of these surrogates is that they cannot
represent Jacobian information that is orthogonal to their input and output reduced
basis, as we prove in Proposition 2.4. This feature has two important consequences.
First, it allows us to compute and impose full Jacobian information only in these
reduced bases, again reducing the complexity from O(dQ dM ) to O(rQ rM ). Second,
these surrogates can be architected to attempt to “build-out” the Jacobian nullspaces
a priori, effectively using the architecture as a form of regularization for the derivative
learning problem.
In three numerical experiments we demonstrate that the efficient incorporation
of derivative information via DINO can improve the parametric map generalization
when training data are limited. Additionally DINO leads to significantly improved
approximation of parametric derivative operators over traditional parametric map
regression. Among all the tested training strategies, the best overall strategy is to
use the DIPNet network with full Jacobian information in the training. This strategy
is scalable since the Jacobian information need only be represented in between the
input and output reduced basis (which are often discretization independent), and
accurate since the architecture is designed to resolve dominant Jacobian information,
and nothing else.
At the time of writing we are unaware of any techniques for the efficient training
of high-dimensional parametric surrogates on derivative information. We restrict ourselves to learning the first order parametric derivative (i.e. matrix free Jacobian), but
the ideas are sufficiently general to be extended to higher derivative tensor actions.
The approach we propose relies on the compressibility of high dimensional Jacobian
information; DINO may not be suitable for problems that have high-dimensional Jacobian information across parameter space, an example of this may be full parametric
state estimation for non-dissipative hyperbolic PDE problems.
2. Derivative-informed neural operator. Let Hν1 (RdM ; RdQ ) denote a (discrete Bochner) space for the map q : RdM → RdQ with the norm given by
(2.1)

h
i
kqk2H 1 (RdM ;RdQ ) = Eν kqk2H 1 (RdQ )
ν
Z


=
kq(m)k2`2 (RdQ ) + k∇q(m)k2F (RdQ ×dM ) dν(m),
RdM

where kq(m)k`2 (RdQ ) is the Euclidean norm of the output q evaluated at m and
k∇q(m)kF (RdQ ×dM ) is the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian ∇q evaluated at m, which
we refer to as the H 1 semi-norm in the rest of the paper. The derivative-informed
neural operator fw = f (·, w) : RdM × RdW → RdQ is a parametric neural network
surrogate parametrized by weights w ∈ RdW , which is constructed by attempting to
solve the following expected risk minimization problem:
(2.2)

i
1 h
min Eν kq − fw k2H 1 (RdQ ) .
w 2

Note that each evaluation of the output q requires solution of the state equation (1.1),
which is often very expensive, and makes it prohibitively expensive to accurately
approximate the integral with respect to ν in (2.2). This issue is addressed via Monte
Carlo sample average approximation of (2.2): given a finite (affordably small) number
of training samples {(mi , q(mi ), ∇q(mi ))|mi ∼ ν}N
i=1 we can bypass direct integration
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by instead formulating the following empirical risk minimization:
(2.3)

min
w

N
1 X
kq(mi ) − fw (mi )k2H 1 (RdQ ) .
2N i=1

The empirical risk objective function in (2.3) can be differentiated with respect to
the weights w by automatic differentiation, which allows for the neural operator to be
trained via derivative-based nonlinear stochastic optimization methods. The critical
computational challenge is to compute the Jacobian term
(2.4)

k∇q(m) − ∇fw (m)k2F (RdQ ×dM ) ,

which is the focus of this work. Formally the offline costs of computing full Jacobian
training data are expensive per datum, and the online memory and linear algebra costs
of evaluating the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian misfit incurs O(dQ dM ) complexity.
This makes the derivative training task formally intractable when dQ and dM are
large.
In practice, however, the Jacobian matrices are often low rank because of (1) the
correlation in both the input parameters and the output QoIs, and (2) the smoothness
of the map, which can be efficiently approximated by low rank matrices with rank
r  dQ , dM , or r = O(dQ )  dM as is the case in inverse problems where observations
are sparse. This low-rank property of the Jacobian matrix has been observed and used
in many inverse problems [6, 9, 10, 12, 11, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 44]. When this is
the case, Jacobian training data can be computed for O(r) linear Jacobian matrixvector products at each data point, e.g. using randomized SVD [25], and the online
computational and memory costs of training can be made to scale with O(r2 ) instead
of O(dQ dM ). In this work, we discuss strategies to achieve this complexity in training,
by making use of different dimension reduction techniques.
2.1. Approximation of H 1 semi-norm via reduced SVD. At a parameter sample we can decompose the Jacobian into its rank r reduced SVD and the
contributions of the orthogonal complements:
(2.5a)

∇q = Ur Σr VrT + Ur⊥ 0(Vr⊥ )T .

All of the information about the Jacobian is contained in the reduced SVD, since
the orthogonal complements to the dominant left and right singular vectors are accessible via orthogonal projectors
(2.5b)
(2.5c)

span(Ur⊥ ) = span(IdQ − Ur UrT ),

span(Vr⊥ ) = span(IdM − Vr VrT ).

A first idea that we consider is to decompose the Jacobian information into the reduced SVD basis, thus separating local dominant curvature conditions from nullspace
conditions. In this approach, the goal is to get the derivatives of the neural operator to match in the dominant subspaces defined by the reduced SVD, which can
improve the parametric map approximation by enforcing smooth interpolation of the
map between training data. Additionally this approach can be used to achieve accurate approximations of the full Jacobian, if it is used in tandem with a efficient
approach to penalize learning curvature in the nullspaces of the Jacobian. We start
with a proposition for the decomposition of the Jacobian error into low-dimensional
curvature conditions and complementary nullspace conditions.
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Proposition 2.1. Decomposing the Jacobian error via reduced SVD for ∇q .
At every parameter sample there hold
(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)

Σr − UrT ∇m fw Vr = 0 ∈ Rr×r , ,

(IdQ − Ur UrT )∇m fw (IdM − Vr VrT ) = 0 ∈ RdQ ×dM ,

(2.6d)

(IdQ − Ur UrT )∇m fw Vr = 0 ∈ RdQ ×dM ,

UrT ∇m fw (IdM − Vr VrT ) = 0 ∈ RdQ ×dM ,

if and only if
(2.6e)

∇q = ∇m fw .

Proof. We begin with a simple auxiliary result. Let A ∈ Rm×n be an arbitrary
matrix and Qr ∈ Rn×r be orthonormal, (i.e. QTr Qr = Ir ∈ Rr×r ), then we have
(2.7)
kAQr QTr kF (Rm×n ) =

q
q
tr(AQr QTr Qr QTr A) = tr(AQr QTr AT ) = kAQr kF (Rm×r ) .

By repeated use of the orthogonal decomposition identity we have
k∇q − ∇m fw kF (RdQ ×dM ) =kUr UrT (∇q − ∇m fw )Vr VrT kF (RdQ ×dM )

+k(IdQ − Ur UrT )(∇q − ∇m fw )(IdM − Vr VrT )kF (RdQ ×dM )
+k(IdQ − Ur UrT )(∇q − ∇m fw )Vr VrT kF (RdQ ×dM )

(2.8)

+kUr UrT (∇q − ∇m fw )(IdM − Vr VrT )kF (RdQ ×dM ) .

Note that ∇q disappears in each term involving the left application of (IdQ −Ur UrT ) or
the right application of (IdM − Vr VrT ), by the definition of the reduced SVD. Applying
this result with multiple applications of (2.7) we get the following:
k∇q − ∇m fw kF (RdQ ×dM ) =kΣr − UrT ∇m fw Vr kF (Rr×r )

+k(IdQ − Ur UrT )∇m fw (IdM − Vr VrT )kF (RdQ ×dM )

+k(IdQ − Ur UrT )∇m fw Vr kF (RdQ ×r )

(2.9)

+kUrT ∇m fw (IdM − Vr VrT )kF (Rr×dM ) .

Substituting the assumptions of the proposition sets the right hand side to zero,
and the result follows.
Proposition 2.1 establishes that dominant curvature conditions can be imposed
at sample points for only O(r2 ) work. For certain problems however, depending on
how large r is, penalizing a Frobenius norm in Rr×r may still be untenable. The
reasons being that automatic differentiation requires significant memory and operational overhead, while stochastic optimization requires that additional memory be
allocated for additional arrays used in evaluating finite sum gradients and Hessians
used in the training of the neural operator. We propose to further ease this computational burden by randomly subsampling left and right singular vectors at each epoch
of training. In the following proposition we discuss the approximation of the true
Frobenius curvature condition by row and column subsampling.
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Proposition 2.2. Approximation of submatrix truncated SVD H 1 semi-norm in
expectation
Let κ be a distribution of k indices subsampled from 1, . . . r with uniform probability. Denote samples of these indices by [b
k], [e
k], and the subsampled matrices by
dQ ×k
dM ×k
U[bk] ∈ R
, V[ek] ∈ R
, etc.. When k columns of Ur and Vr are subsampled
independently then
h
i k2
(2.10) E[bk],[ek]∼κ kΣ[bk],[ek] − U[Tbk] ∇m fw V[ek] k2F (Rk×k ) = 2 kΣr − UrT ∇m fw Vr k2F (Rr×r ) .
r
Here Σ[bk],[ek] = U[Tbk] Ur Σr VrT V[ek] . When the same k columns are subsampled for both
Ur and Vr , then
h
i k
E[bk]∼κ kΣ[bk],[bk] − U[Tbk] ∇m fw V[bk] k2F (Rk×k ) = kdiag(Σr − UrT ∇m fw Vr )k2F (Rr×r )
r
k(k − 1)
(2.11)
+
koffdiag(Σr − UrT ∇m fw Vr )k2F (Rr×r ) .
r(r − 1)
Proof. Let B = Ur Σr VrT − ∇m fw . We begin with the case of independent left
and right columm samples. Let χi∈[ek] denote the indicator function that the index i
is in the index subset [e
k], which implies E e [χ e ] = k for any i = 1, . . . , r. We
[k]∼κ

r

i∈[k]

have then that

kU[Tbk] BV[ek] k2F (k×k) =

(2.12)

r X
r
X

χi∈[bk] χj∈[ek] (UrT BVr )2ij ,

i=1 j=1

where we used χi∈[ek] = χ2i∈[ek] . Taking expectation we have


r
r X
h
i
X
χi∈[bk] χj∈[ek] (UrT BVr )2ij 
E[bk],[ek]∼κ kU[bk] BV[ek] )k2F (k×k) = E[bk],[ek]∼κ 
i=1 j=1

(2.13)

=

r
r X
X

r
r
h
i
k2 X X T
E[bk],[ek]∼κ χi∈[bk] χj∈[ek] (UrT BVr )2ij = 2
(Ur BVr )2ij .
r
i=1 j=1
i=1 j=1

For the case that the left and right samples are the same we have
kU[Tbk] BV[bk] k2F (k×k) =
=

r X
r
X

χi∈[bk] χj∈[bk] (UrT BVr )2ij

i=1 j=1
r
X

χi∈[bk] (UrT BVr )2ii +

i=1

r
r
X
X

χi∈[bk] χj∈[bk]|j6=i (UrT BVr )2ij .

i=1 i6=j=1

(2.14)
Taking expectation we have
r
r
h
i kX
k (k − 1) X X
E[ek]∼κ kU[Tbk] BV[bk] )k2F (k×k) =
(UrT BVr )2ii +
(UrT BVr )2ij .
r i=1
r (r − 1) i=1
i6=j=1
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This proposition establishes that in either case using independent or dependent samples for rows and columns, the subsampled approximation of the Frobenius norm
serves as an asymptotically equivalent optimization objective function, which can be
scalably incorporated into training independent of how large r is. In the case that
the same samples are used for both the rows and columns, the effects of the diagonals
of the matrix are over-emphasized. Since Σr is by definition a diagonal matrix, this
can be a beneficial property since it guarantees that there will always be k nonzero
curvature conditions that are imposed at each sample. In the case that independent
samples are used it is possible that only off diagonal elements of Σr will show up in
the loss function, which in our experience can make the optimization problem harder.
Proposition 2.2 demonstrates the curvature conditions can be imposed in a memory
efficient way, even when r is large.
The imposition of low-dimensional curvature conditions is generic and can be
imposed in a matrix-free way. The low-dimensional curvature information can be
extracted from generic differentiable surrogates / neural operators via use of automatic
differentiation; a schematic for this is shown in Figure 1.
Input
Model Parameter
m ∈ RdM

Nonlinear parametric surrogate
(e.g. Neural Operator)
Weights w ∈ RdW

Input
Left Singular Vectors
Uk ∈ RdQ ×k

Surrogate Output
f (m, w) ∈ RdQ

Tensor Product
UkT f (m, w) ∈ Rk

Differentiation
∇m (UkT f (m, w)) ∈ Rk×dM

Input
Right Singular Vectors
Vk ∈ RdM ×k

Tensor Product
UkT ∇m f (m, w)Vk ∈ Rk×k

Fig. 1: Schematic operation chart for extracting low-dimensional sensitivities from
neural operators. All operations can be vectorized over an additional data dimension.

Numerical results in Section 3 demonstrate that the inclusion of the reduced Jacobian information, particularly with matrix subsampling improve the parametric map
approximation. Similar to Hermite interpolation methods, we suppose that the inclusion of dominant curvature information at training data points leads to more accurate
interpolation in between training data points in the directions that the parametric
map is changing the most. This makes the strategy desirable in contexts where one
cares about the most about more accurate parametric map approximations. Imposing
the reduced Jacobian curvature constraints alone does not guarantee accurate Jacobian; in order to achieve accurate parametric Jacobian the nullspace conditions still
need to be addressed directly via the optimization formulation, or indirectly through
the design of the architecture. We propose strategies for these tasks in the following
sections.
2.2. Random sketching of Jacobian Information. Both the full Jacobian
error condition ∇q − ∇fw = 0, as well as the nullspace conditions (2.6b, 2.6c, 2.6d)
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formally require O(dQ dM ) computation for their evaluation. In this section we discuss strategies for reducing this computational burden via the use of random matrix
sketching. All three of these constraints can be stated generically as A = 0. Via
randomized matrix sketching, we can approximate the constraint error kAkF (RdQ ×dM )
by the use of random rank r left and right sketches, as kQTleft AQright kF (Rr×r ) , thus
reducing the computational complexity from O(dQ dM ) to O(r2 ), where r here is the
dimension of the sketching. By resampling different random matrices at different
optimization epochs, the constraints are imposed in expectation with respect to the
underlying distribution of random matrices.
Proposition 2.3. Approximation of matrix equation constraints via sketching
Given (e.g. Gaussian) distributions of random orthonormal matrices RdQ ×r 3 Qleft ∼
ρleft , and RdM ×r 3 Qright ∼ ρright , the approximation of the full matrix constraint
equation by the sketching has the following bound in expectation with respect to the
sampling distributions:
kAkF (RdQ ×dM ) ≤Eρleft ,ρright [kQTleft AQright kF (Rr×r ) ]
min(dM ,dQ )

(2.15)

X

+ C(ρleft , ρright , dM , dQ )

σj (A),

j=r+1

where σj (A) is the j th singular value of A.
Proof. We can sample random orthonormal matrices by first sampling a random
matrix from an existing distribution, Ω ∼ ρ and then performing a reduced QR
decomposition to compute an orthonormal basis Q. By applying Theorem 15.3 in [32]
to the left of A,
min(dM ,dQ )

(2.16)

X

Eρleft [kA − Qleft QTleft AkF (RdQ ×dM ) ] ≤ C1 (ρleft , dM , dQ )

σj (A),

j=s+1

and then a second time to the transpose of Qleft QTleft A, we obtain
Eρleft ,ρright [kQleft QTleft A − Qleft QTleft AQright QTright kF (RdQ ×dM ) ]
min(dM ,dQ )

(2.17)

≤ C2 (dM , dQ )

X

min(dM ,dQ )

σj (Qleft QTleft A)

j=s+1

≤ C2 (dM , dQ )

X

σj (A),

j=s+1

the two terms can be combined via the triangle inequality, which yields the following
bound via another use of the triangle inequality,
kAkF (RdQ ×dM ) ≤ Eρleft ,ρright [kQleft QTleft AQright QTright kF (RdQ ×dM ) ]
min(dM ,dQ )

(2.18)

+ C(ρleft , ρright , dM , dQ )

X

σj (A),

j=r+1

here the constants C1 , C2 are combined into one constant C. By making use of an
auxiliary result in Proposition 2.1 we have that kQleft QTleft AQright QTright kF (RdQ ×dM ) =
kQTleft AQright kF (Rr×r ) , which yields the result.
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If the trailing singular values are small, and we can minimize the sketched constraint in expectation, then this inequality demonstrates that the constraint A = 0
will also be satisfied. This however is a difficult task in practice since the singular
value decay of A depends not only on ∇q, but also on ∇fw . If fw has significant
curvature in the nullspaces of ∇q, then large sketching dimension r may be required
to adequately penalize these terms. Additionally there is a significant amount of additional computational overhead to this sketching approach, since at each epoch, new
sketching matrices must be computed, along with the sketching Jacobian information
in the online training procedure. The benefit of this approach is that it is generic; it
can be used to impose the full Jacobian constraints without making any assumptions
on the underlying structure of the architecture, or it can be used in tandem with
the reduced curvature approach delineated in Section 2.1 by sketching the nullspace
constraints in a complementary low-dimensional subspace.
In what follows we propose that by making assumptions on the architecture of
the neural operator we can propose a much better overall strategy. By using reduced
basis architectures we can scalably handle both the full Jacobian information, or the
nullspace conditions due to properties of these neural operators.
2.3. Reduced Basis Derivative Learning. Consider an input-output ridge
function surrogate
(2.19)

f r (m, w) = UrQ φr (VrTM m, w) + b,

where φr now parametrizes a reduced dimensional nonlinear operator between the two
reduced bases [7, 35, 36], where UrQ ∈ RdQ ×rQ and VrM ∈ RdM ×rM are adequate
reduced bases for the inputs and outputs for the map m 7→ q and its derivative. A
property of these functions is that their Jacobian with respect to m cannot represent
information in the orthogonal complements of the input and output reduced bases.
Proposition 2.4. Orthogonality Conditions for Ridge Function Jacobian Without loss of generality take r = rQ = rM .
1. If Xri ⊥ Vr , then ∇m fwr Xri = 0.
2. If Yri ⊥ Ur , then YrTi ∇m fwr = 0.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary column xj ∈ col(Xri ) indexed by j, and an arbitrary
component of the output (fwr )k indexed by k. This represents the j, k entry in the
matrix ∇m fwr Xri . In the limit definition this entry is
(2.20)

(f r (mi + hxj , w)k − f r (mi , w)k )
.
h→0
h

∇m (fwr )k xj = lim

Due to the orthogonality condition
(2.21)

0
*=
Vr (mi + hxj ) = Vr mi + h
Vr
x
Vr mi ,
j

and thus (f r (mi + hxj , w)k = f r (mi , w)k ), so the directional derivative is zero. This
concludes the proof of the first proposition.
For the second proposition consider the j, k entry of YrTi ∇m fwr . This corresponds
to the quantity
(2.22)

yjT

∂fwr
,
∂m(k)
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where yj is the j th column of Yri and m(k) is the k th Cartesian basis vector in RdM .
In the limit definition we have
i
1 h
lim yjT f r (mi + hm(k) , w) − f r (mi , w) =
h→0 h
h
i
1 T 
*0
(2.23)
lim 
yj 
Ur φr (Vr (mi + hm(k) ), w) − φr (Vr mi , w) = 0.
h→0 h
We emphasize two consequences of this proposition. First, if the important
Jacobian information is well resolved between the reduced bases, i.e. Eν [k∇q −
Ur UTr ∇qVr VrT kF (RdQ ×dM ) ] <  for 0 <  sufficiently small, then one can still use
the total Jacobian information for O(r2 ) compute. In this case, the cost of the Jacobian training data construction is reduced since the surrogate can only represent
UTr ∇qVr , which can be computed at sample points for significantly reduced cost and
only need be imposed in training as kUTr ∇qVr − UTr ∇fw Vr kF (Rr×r ) . Second, if Jacobian nullspaces are precluded from Ur and Vr , then one can use the reduced SVD
objective delineated in section 2.1 and have the architecture approximately satisfy the
nullspace constraints, passively.
In either case, the key issue is constructing reduced bases Ur and Vr that adequately resolve the dominant left and right nullspaces of the parametric Jacobian
in expectation. In the second case it is specifically important to attempt to preclude
the Jacobian nullspaces. For this task, we consider two bases that attempt to resolve
these bases in expectation. The right singular vectors of the Jacobian (weighted by
the square of the singular values) are captured by the “active subspace” basis (AS),
i.e. the dominant eigenvectors of
(2.24)

Eν [∇q T ∇q] ∈ RdM ×dM ,

in expectation. The AS basis is a powerful derivative based dimension reduction
technique that resolves the dominant sensitivity information of a parametric map
in expectation. It has been useful in dimension reduction techniques and surrogate
modeling [19, 36, 43]. A related basis can be constructed to capture the dominant
information contained in the left singular vectors of the Jacobian (again weighted by
the square of the singular values):
(2.25)

Eν [∇q∇q T ] ∈ RdQ ×dQ .

We refer to this basis as the derivative outer product basis. Approximation bounds
for ridge function approximations are well known for the active subspace basis [43],
bounds for the approximation of the Jacobian in the derivative outer product basis
are outside of the scope of this work. We conjecture that the approximation bound is
analogous to that by proper orthogonal decomposition [31] for the output, but here
for the first order derivative of the output.
Reduced basis neural networks based on active subspace are referred to as
derivative-informed projected neural networks (DIPNets)[36], and given limited training data can achieve high accuracy in approximating parametric functions by focusing
on the most sensitive directions of parameter space. These networks are well suited
to derivative approximation based on the prior discussion. The combination of DIPNets with the efficient approximation of the Jacobian in the combined reduced bases
creates an accurate and scalable approach to approximating parametric maps and
derivatives, as demonstrated by numerical results in the next section.
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3. Numerical Experiments. In this section we demonstrate the accuracy and
efficiency of four different optimization formulations for three different network architectures to approximation parametric maps with PDE constraints, all for varying
availability of training data. In general our numerical results show that Jacobian information has positive effects on the L2 generalization accuracy of the parametric map
approximation and resulted in more accurate approximations of derivatives. Additionally the use of derivative-informed reduced basis networks led to efficient strategies for
learning accurate parametric map and Jacobian approximations simultaneously. The
code for these numerical results can be found at https://github.com/tomoleary/dino.
3.1. Definition of Parametric PDE Maps. We consider PDE problems
where the mapping m 7→ q represents a mapping from a random coefficient field that
parametrizes the PDE to the observable of the PDE state variable at points inside of
the domain of the PDE. We use a centered Gaussian distribution ν = N (0, C) for the
random field with a trace-class Matérn covariance C = A−2 , where
A = (δI − γ∆),

(3.1)

defined in physical domain Ω and imposed with homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition. The correlation structure is parametrized by δ, γ > 0 with the correlation
length dictated by the ratio δ/γ, decreased by making γ and δ larger.
We use a uniform mesh of size 64 × 64, and piecewise linear finite elements for
the parameter discretization, leading to the input dimension, dM = 4, 225. We use a
pointwise observation operator on the state at locations {xi ∈ Ω}50
i=1 so that dQ = 50.
Such problems are of particular relevance to Bayesian inverse problems and Bayesian
optimal experimental design problems. We consider three PDE problems as follows.
3.1.1. Poisson Problem. For the first test case, we consider a lognormal diffusion (Poisson) problem in Ω = (0, 1)2 with a lognormal diffusion coefficient field
m ∼ N (0, C). We take δ = 0.5, γ = 0.1 in (3.1). The observable q(m) represents the
observation of the PDE state u(xi ) on a grid in the lower half of the domain (see
Figure 2). The example is taken from the hIPPYlib tutorial [38], the only difference
is that in the tutorial the observations are random instead of grid-conforming.
Poisson True State

m

−∇ · (e ∇u) = 0 in Ω
u = 1 on Γtop

m

e ∇u · n = 0 on Γsides

(3.2)

u = 0 on Γbottom

Observations

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 2: An instance of Poisson state and observables
3.1.2. Reaction-Diffusion Problem. For the second test case, we consider a
nonlinear reaction-diffusion problem similar to the Poisson problem state above. In
this PDE formulation the right handside forcing term, f , involves 25 point sources
located on a Cartesian grid in the center of Ω, and additionally there is a cubic
nonlinearity in the reaction term. We take δ = 1.0, γ = 0.1. In this case there is less
variance in the prior distribution, but more sensitivity to the diffusion operator due
to the forcing terms and the cubic nonlinearity.
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Reaction-Diffusion True State

−∇ · (em ∇u) + u3 = f in Ω

Observations

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

u = 1 on Γtop

(3.3)

em ∇u · n = 0 on Γsides

0.0
0.0

u = 0 on Γbottom

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 3: An instance of reaction-diffusion state and
observables
3.1.3. Convection-Reaction-Diffusion Problem. The third test case is a
convection-reaction-diffusion (CRD) problem where the parameter shows up in a
nonlinear reaction term[36, 41]. In this case the parameters for the distribution are
δ = 1.0, γ = 0.1. The quantity of interest is again a grid of observations of the PDE
solution u(xi ) in the lower half of the domain (see Figure 4). The right hand side of
the PDE is given by a Gaussian bump centered at (0.7, 0.7), and the velocity field v
is given by a solution to a steady-state Navier-Stokes equation with walls driving the
flow, for more information see the Appendices of [36].
CRD True State

Observations

1.0
0.6

0.5

−∇ · (k∇u) + v · ∇u
+em u3 = f

in Ω

u = 0 on ∂Ω
(3.4)

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.3
0.4

0.2

0.2
0.2

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 4: An instance of CRD state and observables
3.2. Overview of Training and Accuracy Metrics. We consider three different networks architectures, one generic encoder-decoder network which we label
“Generic” and then two different derivative-informed projected networks
(DIPNets)[36], one with an input reduced basis dimension of rM = 50, and the other
with a reduced basis dimension of rM = 100; we refer to these networks as “DIPNet
50-50” and “DIPNet 100-50” respectively as they both have full rQ = 50 dimensional
output reduced basis representation. All three networks have six hidden layers (with
latent dimension 50), and use softplus activation functions. The trainable weight dimensions are dW = 20, 400 for DIPNet 50-50, dW = 30, 450 for DIPNet 100-50, and
dW = 226, 600 for Generic. These three networks together demonstrate the main
effects that architecture can have on the quality of the approximation put forth in
this work.
For each network we consider four different formulations of the loss function. The
first is generic L2 training where no derivative information is included, the second
is full H 1 parametric regression where the entire H 1 semi-norm loss term is trained
with equal weighting to the L2 loss (emphasizing again in the case of DIPNet training the online costs of evaluating the H 1 semi-norm are reduced to O(rQ rM )). The
third formulation is the reduced H 1 parametric regression problem where the reduced H 1 semi-norm term is supplemented for the entire H 1 Jacobian semi-norm, the
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fourth is the same but using matrix subsampling of the Jacobian with dependent row
and column samples, as in Proposition 2.2 which we denoted “MS”. Due to limited
space we do not include results for the nullspace sketching and full Jacobian sketching delineated in Section 2.2 as they performed worse than the aforementioned four
approaches.

(3.5a)

L2 :

(3.5b)

H1 :

h
i
min Eν kq − fw k2`2 (RdQ )
w
h
i
min Eν kq − fw k2`2 (RdQ ) + k∇q − ∇fw k2F (RdQ ×dM )
w

(3.5c)
Reduced H 1 :

h
i
min Eν kq − fw k2`2 (RdQ ) + kUrT (∇q − ∇fw )Vr k2F (Rr×r )
w

(3.5d)
Reduced H 1 MS :

h
h
ii
min Eν kq − fw k2`2 (RdQ ) + E[bk]∼κ kUkT (∇q − ∇fw )Vk k2F (Rk×k )
w

(3.5e)
We train for 100 epochs using an Adam optimizer [27], with tensorflow[1] default
hyperparamters (α = 10−3 and 32 batch size) for simplicity. For each problem we
consider training up to 4, 096 data, and use 1, 024 data for generalization tests. We
employ three different generalization metrics: L2 accuracy, H 1 semi-norm accuracy,
and reduced H 1 semi-norm accuracy as below. The discrepancy between the H 1
semi-norm accuracy and the reduced H 1 semi-norm accuracy indicates issues with
resolving the nullspace of the Jacobian over parameter space.

(3.6a)
kq − fw k`2 (RdQ )

#!

k∇q − ∇fw kF (RdQ ×dM )

#!

"
2

1 − Eν

L accuracy:

kqk`2 (RdQ )

(3.6b)
"
1

H semi-norm accuracy:

1 − Eν

k∇qkF (RdQ ×dM )

(3.6c)
"
1

Reduced H semi-norm accuracy:

1 − Eν

kΣr − UrT ∇m fw Vr kF (Rr×r )
kΣr kF (Rr×r )

#!
.

We begin by examining the effects of derivative information on the L2 accuracy,
e.g. the approximation accuracy of the parametric map. Overall the inclusion of the
derivative information in the training improved the L2 accuracy when the number
of training data is limited as shown in Figures ?? and 6. The addition of derivative
information improved the accuracy of the DIPNet 100-50 significantly, in particular
the matrix subsampled reduced H 1 loss function significantly improved the L2 accuracies for limited data. The generic encoder-decoder also benefitted from additional
derivative information. The results are similar for the DIPNet 50-50 network.
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L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
0.8

0.8

0.6

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

0.4

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

1

reduced H MS
reduced H 1
full H 1
L2

L2 Accuracy

L2 Accuracy

L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

0.6

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic

0.4

0.2

reduced H 1 MS
reduced H 1
L2
full H 1

0.2
25

27

29

211

25

Training Data

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 5: Poisson L2 training effects for the DIPNet 100-50 and Generic encoder-decoder
for the four different training formulations.

L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
0.8

0.8

0.6

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

0.4

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

reduced H 1 MS
full H 1
reduced H 1
L2

L2 Accuracy

L2 Accuracy

L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

0.6

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic

0.4

0.2

reduced H 1 MS
reduced H 1
L2
full H 1

0.2
25

27

29

211

25

Training Data

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 6: Reaction-Diffusion L2 training effects for the DIPNet 100-50 and Generic
encoder-decoder for the four different training formulations.

Figure 7 demonstrates the the CRD parametric map was easier to learn than the
Poisson and reaction-diffusion maps. In both cases for this easier problem the plain L2
training performed the best by a small margin when the largest amounts of training
data were present, but as with Figures ?? and 6 the additional derivative information
improved the accuracy substantially in the limited training data regime.
L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

L2 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
1.00

1.00

0.90

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

0.85
0.80

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

full H 1
reduced H 1 MS
reduced H 1
L2

L2 Accuracy

L2 Accuracy

0.95
0.95

0.90
0.85

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic

0.80
0.75
0.70

reduced H 1
reduced H 1 MS
L2
full H 1

0.75
25

27

29

Training Data

211

25

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 7: Convection-Reaction-Diffusion L2 training effects for the DIPNet 100-50 and
Generic encoder-decoder for the four different training formulations.

We note that the training data axes of these plots does not make a fair comparison of computational cost for training data, since the additional Jacobian information
requires extra computation. For high-dimensional nonlinear problems however, the
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additional (linear) derivative information can be made very marginal relative to the
cost of evaluating the nonlinear forward map m 7→ q, for a discussion on this see
Appendix A of [36]. Taking this into account these results make a strong case for
the inclusion of derivative information in L2 regression problems as an economical
means of improving approximation accuracy for highly nonlinear problems where Jacobian matrix-products are inexpensive in comparison to the evaluation of m 7→ q. In
particular the matrix-subsampled reduced SVD loss was highly effective in improving
parametric map accuracies.
We proceed by investigating the accuracy of the Jacobian predictions for the various architectural and optimization strategies. Starting with the Poisson and reactiondiffusion problem again, Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that learning the entire Jacobian
over parameter space is quite difficult: for these problems the best overall strategy
was the DIPNet 100-50 with the full H 1 objective, and it was still only able to achieve
42.1%, 41.5% accuracy in the Poisson and reaction-diffusion problems, respectively. It
is worth emphasizing that this is an extremely difficult metric to satisfy, since it requires that dQ × dM = 211, 250 entries of the Jacobian matrix to agree for every point
m ∼ ν. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that networks not trained using Jacobian information give poor approximation of Jacobian information; only the DIPNets trained
with the L2 loss gave Jacobian predictions that were better than 0% in some regime
(i.e. better than the zero map). In no case was the generic L2 network capable of
producing reasonable full Jacobian predictions.
H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
0.4

0.2
0.0
−0.2

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

−0.4
−0.6
25

27

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

29

full H 1
reduced H 1
L2
reduced H 1 MS

H 1 Accuracy

H 1 Accuracy

0.4

0.2

0.0

DIPNet 100-50 full H 1
DIPNet 50-50 full H 1
Generic full H 1

−0.2

211

25

Training Data

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 8: Comparison of H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the Poisson problem.

H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
0.4
0.2

0.2
0.0
−0.2

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

−0.4
−0.6
25

27

29

Training Data

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

full H 1
reduced H 1
L2
reduced H 1 MS
211

H 1 Accuracy

H 1 Accuracy

0.4

0.0
−0.2
−0.4

DIPNet 100-50 full H 1
DIPNet 50-50 full H 1
Generic full H 1

−0.6
−0.8
25

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 9: Comparison of H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the reaction-diffusion problem.

As with the L2 accuracy results, Figure 10 demonstrates that the convectionreaction-diffusion parametric Jacobian map was easier to learn than the Poisson and
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reaction-diffusion problems. Figure 10 demonstrates that significantly better accuracy
was achievable for the parametric Jacobian (74.7% with the full H 1 trained DIPNet
100-50 given 4, 096 data). As with the previous results the only L2 trained networks
that gave greater than 0% accuracy were the DIPNets; we conjecture this is due to
the derivative reduced basis construction discussed in Section 2.3.

H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
0.6

H 1 Accuracy

H 1 Accuracy

0.6
0.4
0.2

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

0.0
−0.2
25

27

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

full H 1
reduced H 1 MS
reduced H 1
L2

29

0.4

0.2

DIPNet 100-50 full H 1
DIPNet 50-50 full H 1
Generic full H 1

0.0

211

25

Training Data

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 10: Comparison of H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the convection-reaction-diffusion
problem.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 demonstrate the accuracy of the Jacobian predictions in
the informed directions of the Jacobian. The discrepancies in their performance between the H 1 and reduced H 1 accuracies is due to the effects of the reduced H 1
objective function on the nullspaces of the Jacobian. As one might expect, for this
less aggressive metric the reduced H 1 metrics produced superior accuracies. In this
case the DIPNet 100-50 network again produced the best overall results, in particular with the reduced H 1 optimization losses (with and without matrix sketching).
These figures demonstrate that remarkably high reduced Jacobian accuracy can be
achieved using the reduced H 1 objective functions, however in the case of the generic
encoder-decoder, this did not lead to good overall approximation of the Jacobian. In
all of these cases the accuracies have not plateaued as in the L2 accuracy plots, which
suggests that superior accuracy may be attained given more training data, and with
more sophisticated optimization algorithms.

Reduced H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

0.6

0.4

DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet
DIPNet

100-50
100-50
100-50
100-50

reduced H 1 MS
reduced H 1
full H 1
L2

Reduced H 1 Accuracy

Reduced H 1 Accuracy

Reduced H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data

0.2

0.0
25

27

29

Training Data

211

0.6

DIPNet 100-50 reduced H 1 MS
DIPNet 50-50 reduced H 1 MS
DIPNet 100-50 reduced H 1
Generic reduced H 1
Generic reduced H 1 MS
DIPNet 50-50 reduced H 1

0.4

0.2

0.0

25

27

29

211

Training Data

Fig. 11: Comparison of reduced H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the Poisson problem.
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Reduced H 1 Testing Accuracy vs Training Data
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Fig. 12: Comparison of reduced H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the reaction-diffusion
problem.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of reduced H 1 semi-norm accuracies for the convection-reactiondiffusion problem.

Overall these results support the use of DIPNet reduced basis architectures for
simultaneously learning the parametric map and its Jacobian. The computational
complexity of this approach is significantly lower than the full H 1 learning via use
of generic encoder-decoder architectures. Additionally numerical results demonstrate
that this strategy led to more accurate networks in addition to being more efficient.
The reduced H 1 optimization formulations did not generally lead to as good of Jacobian approximations as the full H 1 formulation, while the full H 1 formulation was less
accurate in the informed modes of the parametric Jacobian as those trained using the
reduced loss. The combination of these two approaches may lead to a better overall
strategy.
4. Conclusion. To the best of our knowledge, at present neural operators aim
at, and are only capable of learning parametric maps themselves, and not their derivatives. In this work we present several efficient strategies for incorporating formally
high-dimensional Jacobian information, by leveraging dimension reduction techniques.
When Jacobian has low rank r the offline costs of generating training data only require O(r) linear Jacobian matrix-vector products, and by our proposed methods,
the inclusion of this information in neural operator training need only require O(r2 )
memory and compute, instead of O(dQ dM ). This is achieved by making use of reduced SVD representations of the Jacobian, matrix-sketching and ultimately reduced
basis architectures for neural operators that exploit derivative sensitivities of the map.
We term neural operators trained using these frameworks derivative-informed neural
operators (DINOs).
Numerical results demonstrate that the inclusion of derivative information in
the optimization problem leads to superior approximation of the parametric map,
especially when only limited training data are available, in particular by using the
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highly efficient reduced H 1 optimization formulation. This is an important point,
as it demonstrates that additional derivative information can be supplemented for
parametric map evaluations to improve the accuracy of the training, when only few
training data are available. This is useful for highly nonlinear maps where the costs
of (linear) derivatives are marginal in relation to the cost of the nonlinear map itself.
Additionally, numerical results demonstrate that the high-dimensional parametric
Jacobian is hard to learn to typical accuracy requirements using neural operators. Our
results show that the Jacobian accuracy from simple L2 training was poor, and the
inclusion of derivative information in the training significantly improved the Jacobian
approximations. The best strategies for learning the parametric Jacobian accurately,
was by imposing the full Jacobian error loss. This strategy worked well for all the
networks we investigated, however as was discussed in Section 2.3, this strategy is
only scalable by making use of reduced-basis architecture, in particular, DIPNets; in
this case the computational complexity of learning the full Jacobian is reduced from
O(dQ dM ) to O(r2 ), where r is the dimension of the reduced bases.
The reduced H 1 strategies that we proposed are generally efficient independent
of the neural operator’s architecture, but gave mixed results in Jacobian accuracy.
We note that this may be a more suitable metric for the reliable deployment of these
networks in derivative based inference methods. In ongoing experiments we have
observed that DINOs with good reduced H 1 approximations but less accurate H 1
approximations as in Figures 8 - 10 were able to provide accurate computations used
in Bayesian inverse problems, where the prior information plays a dominant role in
the nullspaces. This will be further explored in an upcoming paper.
In this work the multi-objective optimization formulation was equally weighted,
and made use of simple optimization algorithms. In future work we expect the performance of the models could be improved by the use of Pareto fronts and more
sophisticated optimization routines.
All in all DINO provides a framework for scalably incorporating derivative information into the training of neural operators. This not only improves parametric map
approximations when only limited training data are available, but also provides a path
to the deployment of DINOs in outer-loop algorithms that make use of parametric
derivative information.
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